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Programme B.E ECE Semester 04 

Course Code & 

Title  

18ECT41- ANALOG ELECTRONICS-II Max. marks: 

Duration: 

100 

3Hrs 

Knowledge Levels (KL) 

 (CO=Course Outcome ) 

K1 – Remembering K4 – Analyzing 

K2- Understanding K5- Evaluating 

K3- Applying K6 – Creating 

 

Part – A.  Answer ALL questions.   10 x 1 = 10 marks 

No. Question KL 

1 What is the effect of introducing negative feedback in an amplifier? K2 

a) gain reduces                                          b) phase & frequency distortions increases 

c) bandwidth reduces                                     c) noise increases                                  

2 An Amplifier with stage gain 200 is provided with negative feedback of feedback 

ratio 0.05. Find the new gain. 

K3 

a)200                                 b)18.18                           

c)4000                                    d)10 

3 What the phase difference between input signal and feedback signal in an 

Oscillator? 

K2 

a)0°                                                              b)180°   

c)270°                                   d)90° 

4 A Hartley oscillator has L1=50mH, L2=10 mH, C1=200 pF. Determine the 

frequency of oscillation. 

K3 

a) 123.4 kHz                    b)61.7kHz                      

c) 45.94 kHz                     d)24.1kHz 

5 Determine the bandwidth of a 3-stage cascaded single tuned amplifier if the 

resonant frequency is 455kHz and the loaded Q of each stage is 10.                                                         

K3 

a) 45.5kHz b) 232KHz 

c) 4550 kHz d) 23.2kHz 

6 If the Q factor of a single-stage tuned amplifier is doubled then its bandwidth will 

be 

K1 

a) same b) double 

c) half d) four times 

7 An RC low-pass circuit has R=1kΩ and C=0.5µF. Find its lower cut off frequency. K1 

a) zero Hz b)318.3Hz 

c) 1kHz d)infinity 

8 A UJT relaxation oscillator circuit provides sawtooth waveform  K2 

a) at the B1 terminal  b) across the capacitor CE 

c) at the B2 terminal d) across B1 and B2 terminal 

9 An astable multivibrator is used for generation of K1 

a) Square wave b) Sine wave 

b) Sawtooth wave form d) Ramp wave 

10 Television and Radar receivers follow which circuit to drive a larger deflection of 

electron beam? 

K1 

a) Miller Integrator circuit b) Bootstrap sweep circuit 

c) Exponential voltage sweep d) Current Sweep Circuit 
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 Part – B.  Answer ALL questions.   10 x 2 = 20 marks  

No. Question KL 

11 Draw the schematic representation of negative feedback amplifier. K1 

12 List the properties of negative feedback in an amplifier. K2 

13 State Barkhausen Criterion for an Oscillator. K1 

14 Classify the oscillator based on frequency generated. K2 

15 What is meant by Neutralization? Also Mention its importance. K1 

16 A tuned circuit has a resonant frequency of 1600kHz and a bandwidth of 10kHz. 

Calculate the value of its Q factor? 

K3 

17 Differentiate between Clipper and Clamper circuits. K2 

18 Sketch the response of low pass RL circuits for step and ramp input. K2 

19 Mention the applications of Bistable multivibrator. K1 

20 Draw the circuit diagram of simple current time base generator. K1 

                                           Part – C.                    5 x 14 = 70 Marks 

Q.No   Answer ALL Questions. Marks KL 

21 

a.(i) 

Explain the concept of current shunt feedback with neat diagram and derive 

the gain, input and output resistance with and without feedback. 

8 K2 

(ii) Identify the name of feedback as shown in Figure 3. Let   RC1 = 5KΩ, RC2 = 

500Ω, RE = 50Ω, RS = Rf = R` = 1.2KΩ, hfe = 80, hie = 1.3 KΩ. Calculate 

Aif, Avf, Rif. 

 

6 K3 

(OR) 

(b)(i) Draw the circuit of an emitter follower. Identify the type of negative 

feedback. Calculate the gain, input and output resistance with and without 

feedback. 

8 K2 

(ii) Identify the feedback topology as shown in Figure 4. The following 

parameters are hfe=70, hie= 1.1KΩ. Find RMf, Avf, Rif. 

 

6 K3 
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22 

(a)(i) 

Draw the circuit diagram of a Colpitts oscillator and explain its principle of 

operation. Derive its frequency of oscillation and condition to be satisfied 

for oscillation.                                                   

10 K2 

(ii) Calculate the inductance value to produce 734.5 KHz. Frequency of 

oscillation in Clapp oscillator having C1= 0.1 µF, C2 = 1 µF, C3 = 100 µF. 

4 K3 

(OR) 

(b)(i) Explain RC phase shift oscillator with neat diagram. Derive its frequency of 

oscillation. 

10 K2 

(ii) Determine the frequency and β for RC phase-shift oscillator given the 

following specifications R = 10 KΩ, RC = 15 KΩ and C = 100 pF. 

4 K3 

    

23 

(a) 

Describe the operation of capacitance coupled single tuned amplifier and 

analyze the circuit with the high frequency transistor model to obtain the 

gain and band width. Also draw the frequency response. 

14 K3 

(OR) 

(b)(i) Discuss briefly the need for neutralization in tuned amplifiers. Explain the 

neutralization methods with relevant diagrams. 

8 K2 

(ii) Explain the working of stagger tuned amplifier with the frequency response 

and derive the necessary equation. 

6 K2 

    

24 

(a)(i) 

Design a Schmitt trigger circuit to have VCC = 10 V, UTP = 6V, LTP = 3 V, 

and IC = 1 mA using two silicon NPN transistors with hFE(min) = 150 and  

I2=0.1 IC2. 

8 K3 

(ii) Explain a Clipper and Clamper circuits with input and output waveforms. 6 K2 

(OR) 

(b)(i) Explain the operation of Schmitt Trigger with neat circuit diagram showing 

relevant input and output waveforms. 

10 K2 

(ii) Illustrate the working of RC integrator circuit with necessary waveforms. 4 K2 

25 

(a)(i) 

 

Explain the operation of collector coupled monostable multivibrator and 

sketch the waveforms at the base and collector of both transistors.  

8 K2 

(ii) Design a collector coupled astable multivibrator using VCC = 20 V, Ic(sat) 

= 3 mA, to generate a pulse wave at a frequency f = 2 kHz, with 70 % duty 

cycle. Assume hfe(min) = 100. 

6 K3 

(OR) 

(b) Draw the circuit of a voltage time base generator and current time base 

generator and explain its working with necessary waveforms. 

14 K2 

 


